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Abstract—In order to achieve effective development management, it is important to manipulate and understand the change histories of source code in a repository. Although general version control systems provide change history manipulation, these systems are restricted to line-based and textual operations such as grep and diff. As such, these systems cannot follow the syntax/semantics of the source code. While various studies have examined querying and searching source codes, these methods cannot follow historical changes. The key concept of this paper is the integration of a source code search technique into Git commands that manipulate historical data in a repository. This paper presents MJgit, a prototype tool for achieving the above goal. In order to evaluate the proposed tool, we conducted a performance experiment using actual software repositories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In previous decades, version control systems, such as Git and SVN, have been widely used for most software development projects [1]. In order to achieve effective development management, it is important to manipulate and understand the change histories of source code in a repository [2]. The change history helps to answer why the code was changed [3], when the bug was introduced [4], and who should be assigned to the bug [5].

Although current version control systems generally support history manipulation, these systems are restricted to line-based and textual operations, such as grep and diff [6]. These operations have been designed as general-purpose utilities, which provide powerful pattern matching based on regular expressions [7]. However, because of their general versatility, the operations are not specialized to follow syntax/semantics of source code.

In many programming languages, a single source code file is composed of not only execution statements, but also various types of accompanying information (e.g., comments, annotations, and copyrights). Some of this information is described by natural language. Imagine that a developer looks for if statements using line-based operations to check for bug propagation [8] caused by code clones [9]. Then, the developer may encounter several unnecessary lines in which “if” occurs within comments.

In order to solve this problem, various studies related to searching and querying source code have been conducted [10]–[18]. These approaches can handle a given query by traversing an abstract syntax tree and/or a control flow graph. Thus, these approaches are advantageous for finding parts of source code (e.g., methods and statements) using syntax/semantic information beyond textual representation.

However, the advantage is available only for source code at a specific revision. In other words, these approaches cannot track historical changes. Few studies have considered fine-grained source code search from software repositories [19], [20]. The focus of these studies has been scalability for analyzing numerous software repositories. Although Historage [21] provides fine-grained change analysis of source code, it requires significant re-construction of an existing repository. In contrast, our focus is retrieving a change history from his/her original repository by querying a specific syntax/semantic information beyond textual representation.

The key concept of this paper is the integration of a source code search capability into several Git commands that manipulate historical data (e.g., diff, log, and blame). We believe that the integration may be highly valuable because code searching provides fine-grained filtering capabilities, and the Git command complements filtering by meta-information (e.g., who, when, and why). The concrete example of the combination is follows.

```
$ git log --method=x --author=miwa
$ git log --method=x --since=2018-01-01
$ git log --method=x --grep='fix for'
$ git diff --method=x revA..revB
```

The method option is a proposed (and simplified) query. Git supports author, since, and grep queries by default. Each query is aimed at who, when and why. In all cases, we can confirm code evolution together with a focus on method x while specifying meta-information.

The goal of this study is to provide effective retrieving of change history from a software repository by realizing the above concept. In this paper, we present MJgit, a prototype tool for achieving the above goal. The proposed tool can narrow the change history of Java files based on a specified method name or variable name. MJgit is backward compatible with the standard Git command because MJgit behaves the same when extended query is not specified. In order to evaluate MJgit, we conducted a performance experiment using actual software repositories.
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

First, we introduce motivating examples of our work. Two examples are illustrated in Figure 1, in which the change histories of two or three methods are shown vertically.

A. Understanding the Change History of Method x

Figure 1(a) shows the histories of two methods, x and y. At revision 2, a declaration of method x was moved to the bottom of the file (i.e., after method y). In addition, method x was modified at revision 3. Here, a developer is trying to understand the history of method x.

Existing approach: As a simple method by which to confirm a history, the git-diff command can be used without any additional installations, except for the Git client itself. However, these text-based commands cannot consider source code structure or flow. Thus, these commands deliver many unnecessary results when non-functional and extensive modifications such as code formatting and method sorting are made. In this case, method x appears to have been removed and added, although it was only moved. The essential modification, shown as a pen, is barely noticeable.

Proposed approach: The key idea is to combine Git commands and code searching for efficient retrieval of the code change history. This enables the developer to specify syntax/semantic information to a repository. The bottom example of the figure shows the usage and results of the proposed tool MJgit. In this case, superficial and non-essential changes can be filtered by specifying the method name, x.

B. Fixing the Bug and Removing the Temporary Patch

Figure 1(b) illustrates a more practical and complicated situation. At revision 2, a bug was introduced into method x. The buggy method additionally invoked method z at revision 3. After some modifications were made at revision 4, a patch for the bug was applied to method z at revision 5. This patch is a temporary solution, such as null checking for a parameter passed from method x. Here, a developer found the bug and is trying to fix it. In addition, the temporary patch must also be removed.

Existing approach 1: Using the git-diff command, textual differences between revisions 1 and 4 can be easily gathered. Similar to the first example, this command faces an obstacle caused by unrelated modifications by revision 4. Although it is generally recommended to keep commits small and atomic [22], we encounter numerous tangled changes [23]. The developer may need to find the required information from several such results. In consideration of the source code structure, we need a more specialized search operation.

Existing approach 2: In such a situation, code search [12]–[18] and change impact analysis [24]–[26] are well known as effective approaches. The impact analysis identifies potential effects of changes by tracing dependencies based on a syntax tree and/or flow graph. The developer can find methods related only to method x by applying the methods to revision 5. However, these techniques have a limitation in that they do not support historical changes. As such, the result includes method y, which has not been changed in the timeline. This information may become “noise” if the method is sufficiently mature (i.e., receives no attention from the developer).

Proposed approach: Using the proposed tool, the developer can grasp textual differences related only to method x between revisions 1 and 5. The bug and its patch will be easily identified and maintained.

III. PROPOSED TOOL: MJGIT

A. Overview

The purpose of MJgit is to achieve effective retrieval of code change history by integrating code search capability into the Git command. An overview of MJgit is shown in Figure 2. This figure illustrates a case in which the diff command and a structure-based (i.e., abstract-syntax-tree-based) code search are used. The detailed process flow is as follows:

1. First, a developer executes a diff command in order to reveal the difference between revisions A and B. The
There are several techniques to retrieve a certain program snippets or statements from a single source code [10], [11], [26]. In Figure 2, AST-based program slicing is illustrated as a demonstration. Similarly, many approaches have been proposed to search a certain source code file from a database that stores numerous source code files [19], [20]. Both approaches are similar, but have slightly different purpose and characteristics. In the proposed MJgit, both approaches can be applied as a code search component.

B. Code Search Technique

There are several techniques to retrieve a certain program snippets or statements from a single source code [10], [11], [26]. In Figure 2, AST-based program slicing is illustrated as a demonstration. Similarly, many approaches have been proposed to search a certain source code file from a database that stores numerous source code files [19], [20]. Both approaches are similar, but have slightly different purpose and characteristics. In the proposed MJgit, both approaches can be applied as a code search component.

C. Extended Git Command

Git supports several methods and commands to manage a Git repository. The proposed concept can be applied to retrospective and retrieval commands. Concrete extended commands are listed in Table I. Each of these commands retrieves logs or source code files from one or more revisions, which means that the commands support several queries with revision information, such as since and author. These commands have good compatibility with code searching. By focusing only on retrieval commands, the proposed tool has no side effects on the repository itself.

D. Prototype Implementation

MJgit is implemented as a prototype by extending a Java-based open-source Git client, jgit1. The tool currently supports a simple search capability that can specify a method and a variable name. The code search is enabled by specifying method and variable parameters. For example, when --method=x is given, the tool searches x’s declaration statement and invocation statements. The other statements are omitted. Furthermore, MJgit supports exec-statement, comment, annotation, and javadoc parameters, which can be used to retrieve only the specified type of program statements. For example, we can reveal the differences of only execution statements using the exec-statement parameter. When the extended query is not given, the tool has the same behavior as a standard Git client. If AST cannot be constructed (i.e., compile errors exist), the specified query is ignored.

The extended query is available only for git-diff and git-show commands. Further command extension is an important subject for future work.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Purpose and Experimental Settings

The purpose of the experiment is to show whether the execution performance of MJgit is practical. The execution time of the git-diff command with extended query using MJgit was compared with that of the original jgit. The diff command was performed for all pairs of adjacent revisions of JUnit4 and Log4j.

The target projects are summarized in Table II. Both projects include over 1,000 revisions and continue over 15 years. We filtered revisions in which no Java files were changed because the proposed tool does not affect such situations. Similarly, if a revision includes a compile error, the revision was filtered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th># revs processed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>git-diff</td>
<td>shows changes between revisions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>git-show</td>
<td>shows detail of revision</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>git-log</td>
<td>shows revision logs</td>
<td>≥1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>git-blame</td>
<td>shows who last modified</td>
<td>≥1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1https://eclipse.org/jgit/
MJgit supports various combinations of code search queries. In this experiment, three commands shown in Table III were compared. They are labeled as jgit, mjmethod, and mjexec-stmt, respectively. The mjmethod shows differences of method main only, and the mjexec-stmt shows differences of execution statements only (i.e., comments, annotations, and JavaDoc are omitted).

### B. Results

The experimental results are shown in Figure 3. The x-axis indicates the execution time, and the three boxplots correspond to the compared diff commands. A small percent of outliers, which exceed five seconds, are omitted from the figure.

For the original jgit, all diff commands were accomplished within two seconds. The median execution time was approximately 0.8 seconds. This result can be regarded as a baseline. In both cases in which MJgit were applied to the diff command (mjmethod and mjexec-stmt), the execution time increased significantly to 1 to 5 seconds. The average increase of execution time was 3.1. There is no difference between mjmethod and mjexec-stmt. In addition, both projects have approximately the same tendency.

In order to determine the reason for the performance degradation, we examined the relationship between the rate of increase of the execution time and the number of Java files. The results are shown in Figure 4. Each plot in the figure represents a single revision. The x-axis shows the number of Java files committed in the revision, and the y-axis indicates the performance reduction rate.

The correlation coefficients were 0.57 and 0.77 for mjmethod and mjexec-stmt, which are significant. In other words, the execution performance is reduced by increasing the number of Java files.

### C. Discussion

The performance of MJgit is considered to be practical because, in most cases, the git-diff command was executed within 4 seconds. However, performance improvement is an important challenge for MJgit. Although the git-diff command considers only two revisions, the git-log command considers one or more revisions. The performance may be drastically decreased for the git-log command, which is commonly used and convenient to grasp code evolution.
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**Fig. 3: Execution times for compared three commands**
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**Fig. 4: Relationship between performance reduction rate and number of Java files**

Since there is no difference between the mjmethod and mjexec-stmt, a dominant factor of the performance reduction is not code searching, but rather AST construction. In order to achieve the improvement, the concept of tree versioning [27]–[29] can be applied. Tree-structured representations (e.g., AST) can be stored in a version control repository. By using these technique, the performance reduction caused by AST construction may be solved.

### V. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed MJgit to achieve effective retrieval of code change history by integrating code search into the Git command. Based on the experimental results, the execution performance of MJgit is practical in most cases involving small commits.

The current MJgit has a limited capability for code search. In the future, we intend to introduce advanced search queries which allows efficient retrieval of code evolution. Extending other Git commands, especially the Git log command, is also an important challenge. Furthermore, we need to evaluate the effectiveness of change history retrieval by conducting semi-structured interview or controlled experiment with practitioners.
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